A NOTE in a recent volume of the Harvard Law Review discusses the "Inadequacies of Existing 'Wrongful Death' and Survival Iegislation."' It fails to note one deficiency with which this note is concerned, viz., the failure in most jurisdictions to provide for the survival of wrongful death actions on death of the wrongdoer. It is stated in Johnson v. Farmer' that survival in such cases is provided for by statute in only eight American jurisdictions.
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wrongful death is not a revived action. In Montana the action survives because there is express provision to that effect.5 Two states, Illinois and Kentucky, 6 have held that the action will survive under the survival statute. In Illinois the survival statute provides generally for the survival of actions for personal injuries7 and therefore includes actions for assault, but it makes no express provision for the survival of wrongful death actions. Illinois meets the contrary decisions of other states by the assertion that their survival statutes do not affect personal injuries while the Illinois statutes make specific provision therefor. This seems to imply that the action for wrongful death is a revived action rather than one newly created. The court, however, was clearly mistaken as to the statutes in several jurisdictions named, since several provided for survival in case of personal injuries.
A recent Kentucky case 8 holds that the action for death by wrongful act arising from an assault (murder) survives the death of the wrongdoer, although actions for assault are specifically excepted from those actions that survive for injuries to the person. This peculiar result is reached: that if the assault produces bodily injuries only and the wrongdoer happens to die before judgment against him is obtained there is no recovery therefor, but if the assault results in death there is a recovery although the Kentucky Lord Campbell's Act contains no statement about survival. It is seen, therefore, that the Kentucky decision is even more difficult to reach and goes much further than the Illinois decision. We deduce from the Illinois decision that the action for wrongful death by assault survives because actions for assault not resulting in death survived.
The Kentucky court gets around this embarrassment by declaring that the action is not for the assault and death of the decedent but for the injury done to those for whose benefit the action is created. Is this a valid reason? The court does not disturb itself with the more or less metaphysical distinctions between the cause of action and the subject matter of the action. In order for an action for wrongful death to survive it does not argue (a) whether there must be a provision in the creating statute for survival or (b) whether the wrongful death action is a new creation or is merely a revived action which survives if there is a general survival statute. It has been held, however, in other cases that a new action was created by statute. Obviously, neither alternative will reach the conclusion which has been adopted and so a third theory is in order.
It seems clear that the injury for which the action is brought is the taking of the life of the decedent. (1930) .
the widow and children suffered and therefore the Kentucky court permits an action for consequential damages. This approach to a solution had been suggested in other jurisdictions only to be met by the response that an action for consequential damages does not come within the survival statute. 9 The Kentucky decisions seem indefensible because (a), the wrongful death statute does not provide that the action shall survive the death of the wrongdoer, (b) the survival statute applies to injuries to the decedent and excludes actions for assault, and (c) the damages to the surviving widow are consequential in that a statute is required to provide any action at all. In other words, the statute does not provide for the survival of an action for personal injury to the widow because there was none. Further, the survival statute antedates by about forty years the death statute.
It has been held in Virginialo that even if there is a statute providing for the survival of an action for wrongful death, there is no cause of action if the wrongdoer dies prior to the death of the injured person. Here is another deficiency. Technically, it would seem that a cause of action must accrue against a person while alive if at all. Yet the wrongdoer had as effectively committed an act which was to cause death as if he were still alive when the death he caused occurred. The reason for providing a right to sue in such case is identical with the right to sue in the other case, viz., the duty to provide for the support of the bereft family. Morally, it makes no difference whether the murderer died five minutes before or five minutes after the death of the murdered person.
It is suggested, therefore, that actions for wrongful death should by specific provision of statute survive the death of the wrongdoer and that the wrongful act which ultimately may cause the death of a person should be made actionable against the wrongdoer's personal representative even though he may have died before his victim. 9 Demczuk v. Jenifer, supra n. 3 (Murder. Murdered woman died before suit was brought by the husband of decedent. The cause of action pleaded was the husband's loss of the wife's services as a result of the wrongful act of another. Held, the term "injuries to the person" means injuries causing physical pain, discomfort or disability which occasions loss or damage either to such person or to any person entitled to the benefit of services of the injured person.); Moe v. Smiley, supra n. 3 (Murder. Defendant committed suicide three hours later. The cause of action is the wrong to the husband, not the wrong to his widow.); Kranz v. Wisconsin Trust Co., supra n. 3 (Negligent injury resulting in death. Defendant died after action was instituted. Held there is a difference between the survival of a cause of action and the survival of a liability. Plaintiff had no property right in life of decedent's husband. It is the property right of decedent to which the statute applies.)
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